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Abstract 
In the present paper we introduce homogeneous multiplicative functionals (MFs) of L6vy 
processes and give their characterizations. Wealso give a characterization f a measure to be 
the Revuz measure of a homogeneous MF and the expression of the L6vy exponent of the 
corresponding subprocess. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, let (~a, ~)  be the d-dimensional Euclidean space and its 
Borel a-field with Lebesgue measure m. Let f2 be the canonical path space and 
X = (f2, ~-, ~, ,  X,, 0,, P~) a Borel right Markov process on R d with transition semi- 
group (Pt). We call X a L6vy process (or spatial homogeneous process) if for any t > 0, 
x, y e R a and A ~ ~, Pt(x + y, A + y) = Pt(x, A). Write rc,(A) := Pt(0, A). Then {re,: 
t > 0} forms a convolution semigroup on •a and there exists a function q~ on ~d, called 
the L6vy exponent of X, such that 
p°ei(X'xt) = fn~d ei(X'Y)rrt(dY) = e-t*(x) (1.1) 
By the L6vy-Khinchin formula (see Ito, 1984, for details), 
c~(x)=i (a ,x)+~( x ,x )+ 1-ei("'Y) + l + ly l2 ] J (dy)+ q, (1.2) 
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with q 2 0, a E R’, S a nonnegative definite symmetric linear operator on [Wd, and 
J a positive measure on lRd, carried by IWd - {0}, satisfying 
s (1 A Ixl’)J(dx) < co. (1.3) KJ 
The measure J is called the Levy measure of X. The parameters a, S, J and q are 
uniquely determined by X and (1.2). 
Let J(x, dy) = J(dy - x). It is known that (J, t) is a Levy system of X. That is, for 
any F E pB x &? vanishing on the diagonal and a predictable process Y 3 0, we have 
the formula 
f’(-L Y + XV(dW. 
Thus forf e pB with f(0) = 0 and taking F(x, y) =f(y - x), 
co P” 1 Y,f(AX,) = J(f).P” 
s 
Y,lnd(Xt)dt, 
f>O 0 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where AX, := X, - X,_. 
There has been considerable interest in the relationships between positive continu- 
ous additive functionals of a Markov process and families of ‘nice measures’. This 
paper was motivated by a question in general right Markov processes: When is 
a (bivariate) measure a (bivariate) Revuz measure of an additive or multiplicative 
functional. In the present paper we will solve this for Levy processes. In Section 2 we 
introduce homogeneous multiplicative functionals of Levy processes and give their 
characterizations. We also obtain a necessary and sufficient condition that a measure 
on [wd is the Revuz measure of a homogeneous multiplicative functional. In Section 
3 we derive an expression for the infinitesimal generator (or Levy exponent) of the 
subprocess which comes from killing a Levy process by one of its homogeneous 
multiplicative functionals. 
2. Multiplicative functionals 
From now on we assume X to be a Levy process on Rd. The translation operators 
{yx: x E IWd} on [Wd are defined by y,(y) := x + y. (‘ := ’ should be read as ‘be defined to 
be’.) They can be viewed as operators on spaces of functions and measures on lRd; 
namely, for any functionf and measure p on IWd, yxf := fi yx and y,~ = ~0 y; I. Then 
{yx> can also be viewed as a family of operators on Q by (yxw)(t) := yJo(t)) 
= w(t) + x for any w E Q and t 3 0. 
Let M = (A4,: t 2 0), a family of random variables on (Q, P), be a multiplicative 
functional (MF) of X; namely, t -+ M1 is right continuous, [O, l]-valued and satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
(a) M, E 9t for each t 2 0; 
(b) M,,, = M, . (MS 0 0,) identically for t, s and o. 
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Clearly, Mt is decreasing and M0 = 0 or 1 a.s. Write. 
EM:= {xell~d: PX(Mo= l )= l} and SM:=in f{t  >O; M,=O}.  (2.1) 
EM is the set of permanent points and SM is the lifetime of M. Denote by MF(X) the 
set of all MFs of X. Two MFs M and N of X are said to be equivalent (resp. 
m-equivalent) if for each t > 0, P~(Mt # Nt) = 0 for any x (resp. P ' (Mt  # Nt) = 0). If 
M and N are equivalent, we will write M = N or Mt = Nt for each t > 0. 
Let X M = (QX, Xt) be the subprocess of X killed by M whose transition semigroup 
(Q,) is defined to be Q, f (x )  := Pxf (Xt )M,  For any Z ~ b~ and x ~ EM the measures 
{Q~: x ~ EM} are determined by 
Q~(Z) = -- P~ fo  Zo k~dM~ (2.2) 
where we always assume Moo = 0 and (k~)~zo are the killing operators on f2: 
k~(eo)(t) := og(t) if t < s; k~(@(t):= A if t >~ s, where A is the cemetery. 
It is obvious that for any x ~ ~d, ~xM = {Mr ° 7~: t >>. 0} is also a MF of X. 
Definition 2.1. A multiplicative functional M is said to be homogeneous provided the 
following two conditions are satisfied: (a) M is equivalent o 7xM for any x e Rn; 
(b) EM = R ~. M is said to be m-homogeneous if it is m-equivalent to a homogeneous 
multiplicative functional. 
Clearly Definition 2.1(a) implies that either EM = R d or EM is empty and EM is 
empty if and only if M is identically zero. From the definition, it also follows that two 
MFs of X which satisfy Definition 2.1(a) are equivalent if and only if they are 
m-equivalent. 
Lemma 2.2. X M is a Lbvy process if and only if M is homogeneous. 
Proof. It is easy to see that X M = (X, QX) is a L6vy process if and only if for any 
x, y ~ •d, QXo ~,r-1 = QX+y, or equivalently, 7x and Q, commute: Q, o 7x = ~x ° Q,- 
Now let M be homogeneous first. For any x, y ~ R d and f ~ p~, 
(Q,yxf )  (y) = Qr(~xf(xt) )  
= P~'f(Xt) o 7~," Mt = PrCf(Xt)Mt) ° ~,,, 
= PX+' f (Xt )Mt  = (Q , f ) (x  + y) 
= (y:,Qtf)(y). 
It follows that X M is a L6vy process. 
Conversely, assume that X M is a L6vy process. 
0 <~ tl < t2 < ... < tn = t and f l  . . . . .  f ,  ep2 ,  we have 
Then using (2.2), for any 
QX(fl(X,,)  ... f . (x , , ) )  = PX(f l (xt , )  ... f . (Xt,)M,).  
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Thus 
PY(A (X,~) ... f.(X,.)(Mr o ~x)) 
= PY(7-xfx(X,,) "" ~_xf,(X, . )M,)o~ 
= P~+~(~_~A(x , , )  ... ~_xL(X , . )M, )  
= Qx+~(~-~A(x , , )  ... ~-~L(x , . ) )  
= Q~(A(x , , )  . . . L (x , . ) )  
= P'(fa(X,,) ...f,(X,,)M,). 
It follows that Mt = Mt ° y~ a.s. since Me • ~t. [] 
For any A • ~ with OeA define Za := inf{t > 0: AXe • A}. Then za is a terminal time 
and we say ~a is homogeneous if so is (lto,,,t(t)). 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that A • ~ with OeA and • • p~ with • < 1 and ¢(0) = 0. (a) ra 
is homogeneous if and only if J ( A ) < ~; (b) let Nit := lqo <s.<e [1 - q~(AXs)]. Then m is 
homogeneous if and only if J(~) < ~.  Furthermore J@) < ~ implies that SM = ~.  
Proof. For the proof of (a) we need only to notice a fact that ~.<11A(AXs) < ~ a.s. 
implies that TA > 0 a.s. We will give the proof of(b) here. Clearly M satisfies Definition 
2.1(a) and M is homogeneous if and only if Mo = 1 a.s. 
First assume Mo = 1 a.s. Since ¢(0) = 0 and (Mr-) is predictable, by the formula 
(1.5) 
P~,>o Me-~(AX ' )= J (~) ' (P~f f ln ' (Xe)Mtdt ) "  
On the other hand, 
Thus J (4)" S Qt 1 dt ~ 1, where (Qe) is the semigroup of (X, M). The right continuity of 
t ---, Mt implies that PX~ln,(Xt)Medt > 0 and J(~) < ~.  
Conversely, assume that J@) < ~.  Again by formula (1.5) and taking Ys = lto,t~(s ) 
for any fixed t > 0, 
IO P= Z +(AX:) = J(+)" P:lds < oo. 
s<~t 
Thus F==.<eO(AX:)< + a.s. It is elementary that F..a, < + is equivalent o 
[ I ,  (1 - a.) > 0 provided 0 ~< a, < 1 for each n. Hence M, > 0 a.s. and this implies that 
Mo = 1 and SM >>- t a.s. Hence SM = ~ since t is arbitrary. [] 
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Remark 2.4. (a) If za > 0 a.s., then lto.~t(t ) = I-lo<~<tlao(AXs). 
(b) Clearly J ( la+la~)<~ if and only if J (A )<~ and J (~)<~.  If 
J(1A + 1A,¢ i) < O0, ~ >~ 0 and 
Mt:=e-~'{o<I~<.t(1--~(AXs))}lto,~At(t) 
= e-~' {o <YJ.<, [1--(1A+IAo~)(AXs)]}, (2.3) 
then SM = ZA > 0 a.s. 
Recall that the bivariate Revuz measure of M relative to m is defined by 
lira 1 p= f VM(F) - F(Xs-, Xs)d( - Ms), F E pd' × ~. (2.4) 
t-~O t 30 
The translation operators {Tx} are also used to denote the operators on •dX R d 
defined by Vx(Y, z) := (y + x, z + x). Similarly, {~,x} naturally induce the operators on 
spaces of functions and measures on R d x ~d. A function F (resp. a measure #) on 
~d X R d is called homogeneous if 7~F = F (resp. ~'xP -- #) for each x e R d. 
Theorem 2.5. Let M E MF(X).  Then M is m-homogeneous if and only if EM = R d and 
vu is homogeneous. 
Proof. First assume that M is m-homogeneous. Since two m-equivalent MFs have the 
same Revuz measures, we can assume that M is homogeneous. By Definition 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.2, we find 
~/xVM(F) = t~olim 1Pint f l  7xF(X~-, Xs)d( - Ms) 
= ,-olim 1 Pint f l  F(Xs- , Xs) ° 7~d( - Ms) 
= l imlpm(f l  t Ms)) °~x 
l_p. I' F(Xs-, Xs)d( - Ms) lira 
t~0 t 30 
= vM(F). 
The fourth equality holds since m is translation invariant. 
Conversely if EM = R d and vM is homogeneous, let D = {(x, x): x e R d} (the dia- 
gonal of R d x ~d) and 
v~ := lo,'vM and v~:= lo'vM = v~f- v~. (2.5) 
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Then both v~t and v~ are homogeneous. Let 
/~(dx) := fl x (y)v ,(dx, y). 
Then v~(dx, dy) =/~(dx)6~x)(dy) where 6{x} is the Dirac measure at x. It follows that 
/~ is translation invariant. Thus/~ = ccm for a constant •/> 0. On the other hand, let 
v(dx, dy) = J (dy - x)m(dx) which is the canonical measure of X relative to m in the 
sense of Sharpe (1988). Since the jumps oft  ~ Mt are not greater than 1, v~ ~< v. There 
exists a Borel function 0 ~< K ~< 1 on N d x •d vanishing on D such that v~ = K.  v. 
Since vM and v are homogeneous, 7xK = K a.e. v for any xe  R d. It is a direct 
consequence of Proposition A.1 in Fitzsimmons and Salisbury (1989) that there exists 
a homogeneous function F e p~ x ~ such that K and F are v-indistinguishable (see 
Lemma 9.28 in Getoor (1990) for more details). 
Clearly 0 ~< F ~< 1 and FIb = 0. Thus there exists a Borel function ~P on R d with 
0 ~< 7 j ~< 1 and 7J(0)= 0 such that F(x ,y )= ~P(y -  x) for any x, ye  R a. Let 
A := {x~ Re: 7J(x) = 1} and 
~(x)={O( / )  ififxeA~'xeA. 
Then A e~,  q~ EpN,0 ~< # < 1, 4(0) = 0, 0CA, ~ = 1a + 1ao'~ and 
Vlvt(dx, dy) = v~t(dx, dy) + v~(dx, dy) 
= K(x, y)v(dx, dy) + l~(dx)@,i(dY) 
= tP(y -- x) J (dy -- x)m(dx) + o~m(dx)a{x} (dy). 
Let PM be the Revuz measure of M relative to m. Then p~ is a-finite and for # e pN, 
PM(g) = VM(1 X g) = J(7Om(g ) + am(g). 
Thus PM = ( J (~)  + ~)'m) and j(~u) < oo. Now let 
Nt -- e -~t [ I  (1 - ¢(AX~))lto.**)(t ). 
s<~t 
Since J (T )  < oo, N is homogeneous by Lemma 2.3. Using (4.6) of Ying (1993), 
vN(dx, dy) = ~(y  - x)v(dx, dy) + ctm(dx)3{x}(dy) = vM(dx, dy). 
Hence N and M are m-equivalent. This completes the proof. [] 
3. Infinitesimal generator 
Let L p = LP(R a, m) and [1- lip the LP-norm forp t> 1. Let 5 a be the Schwartz space on 
R a. Precisely, for any nonnegative integer N and multi-index c~ we define 
]If  II0v,~) = sup (1 + IxlN)10~f(x)l 
XE ~d 
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and 
5g = { f•  COO: II f II tN.,) < oo for all N, ~} 
with seminorms {I1" ILtN,~)}. 
Clearly (Pt) can be extended to a strongly continuous operator semigroup, denoted 
also by (Pt), on L 2. Let A denote the L2-infinitesimal generator of (Pt) with domain 
D(A). It is known that 
D(A) = {f  •L2:  ~)f eL  2 } = S 
and for any f e S, A is determined by 
( - A f )"= (of, (3.1) 
where (o(x) = ¢(x) = ¢( - x), or equivalently, for f, g e S, 
Now let M be a homogeneous MF of X. Then M is of the form (2.6) and X M is a L6vy 
process on N d with the corresponding semigroup (Qt), L2-infinitesimal generator A' 
and L6vy exponent dp' of the form (1.2) with the parameters a', S', J' and q', which we 
are going to find here. 
Theorem 3.1. (a) For f • L 2 and g • S, 
(f, -- A' g) = ( f  - A9) + VM(f ® g) (3.2) 
where VM is the bivariate Revuz measure of M. 
(b) The Lbvy exponent of X M has the following representation: 
dp'(x) = c~(x) + fR" ei~X'r)T(Y)J(dY) + a, (3.3) 
where ~ = la + 1a c" q). 
Proof. (a) Let (U p) and (V p) be the resolvents of X and X u (naturally, viewed as ones 
on L z as well), respectively. Using Dynkin's formula U p - V p = P~ U p, where 
PV f (x )  := P" f :  e -Vt f (Xt )d ( -Mr ) ,  (3.4) 
and the generalized Revuz formula, we have 
(f, - A' g) = lim p( f  g - pVP9) 
p~ oo 
= ( f  - ag) + lim p2( f  PPMUPg) 
P 
= ( f  -- Ag) + lim VM(pVPf® pUPg), 
P 
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where (l? p) is the resolvent of the dual of X M. Let fp = plTPf, #p = pUPf and 
~v = la + lao" 4. Thenfp, 9p ~ L 2 andf,  ~ f, gp ~ g in L2-norm. We know by (4.6) of 
Ying (1993) that 
vM(dx, dy) = ~(y - x)J(dy - x)m(dx) + ~m(dx)~{o}(dy - x), (3.5) 
where ~{o} is the Dirac measure at 0. By Lemma 2.3, ~.  J is a finite measure. Thus 
® #p) = ~fp(x)gp(y)~(y - x)J(dy - x)m(dx) + VM(fp or(f p, #p) 
f fp @ #p(y)~(y)J(dy) + ct(fp, 9p), 
wherefp q) gp(') := Sfp(x)gp(x + ") dx. But clearly, (f,, #p) --. (f, 9) and for any fixed 
y ~ R d, using the H61der's inequality, 
Ifp ® 9p(y) - f @ g(y)[ 
<~l f fp(x)[g~(x + y ) -g (x  + y)-ldx + [ f [ f , (x) - f (x)]o(x + y)dx 
~< 11/~112" II0, - olh + IIo112 "liNe - f l [2  --, o 
since { II/pl12} is bounded. Hencefp @ 0e ~f@ 0 uniformly. Since ~P'J is finite, we 
have 
lira f fp (33 9p(y)~(y)J(dy)= f f(?)O(y)~(y)J(dy). 
Thus 
lim VM(fp @ Op) = VM(f ® O)" 
P 
This proves (a). 
(b) We know that 
vM(f ® O) = fu" f Q O(Y) ~(y)J(dy) + c~(f 9) 
where fQ O(Y) = Sf(x)o(x + y)dx. Then ( fQ  O)^=fO and 
foo(y) 1 f - 3 = e'~Y,e)f(¢)O(~) d ¢ . 
. (2~)"  . 
Thus by (a) 
(q~ f, 0) = (~bJ~ 0) + ei~r"~(Y)J(dY)'f, 9 + e(J~ 0). (3.6) 
This proves (3.3). [] 
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Now we write ~b' as the form (1.2), 
tk'(x) = ~b(x) - , 1 - e itx'y) -4- 1 + [y[2/~J(y)J(dy) 
fR (x, y) ~F(y)J(dy) + J(~F) + ct. +i  ,1 + ly [2  
Therefore we have the following relationship: 
f Y S' a' = a + 1 + lYl 2 ~(y)J(dy), = S, 
(3.1) 
J '  = (1 - ~) . J ,  q'  = q + ~ + J (v , ) .  
It is now clear that the kil l ing transform does not change the process much in the sense 
that it does not change the diffusion part  at all and it erases only 'finite' amount  of 
jumps. 
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